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The human brain is unusually large. It tripled in size from Australopithecines to mod-
ern humans1 and became almost six times larger than expected for a placental mam-
mal of human size2. Brains incur high metabolic costs3 and accordingly a long-standing
question is why the large human brain evolved4. The leading hypotheses propose ben-
efits of improved cognition for overcoming ecological5–7, social8–10, or cultural11–14 chal-
lenges. However, these hypotheses are typically assessed using correlative analyses, and
establishing causes for brain-size evolution remains difficult15, 16. Here we introduce a
metabolic approach that enables causal assessment of social hypotheses for brain-size
evolution. Our approach yields quantitative predictions for brain and body size from for-
malised social hypotheses given empirical estimates of the brain’s metabolic costs. Our
model predicts the evolution of adult Homo sapiens sized brains and bodies when indi-
viduals face a combination of 60% ecological, 30% cooperative, and 10% between-group
competitive challenges, and suggests that between-individual competition has been unim-
portant. Moreover, our model indicates that brain expansion in Homo was driven by eco-
logical rather than social challenges, perhaps strongly promoted by culture. Our metabolic
approach thus allows for causal assessments that refine, refute, and unify hypotheses for
brain-size evolution.
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The leading hypotheses for the evolution of brain size make different suggestions as to
which cognitive challenges have been most important in driving brain expansion. “Ecological-
intelligence” hypotheses emphasize challenges posed by the non-social environment: e.g.,
food finding, caching, or processing5–7 (Fig. 1). In contrast, “social-intelligence” hypothe-
ses emphasize challenges posed by the social environment: e.g., cooperating for resource
extraction10, 15, manipulating others, avoiding manipulation or forming coalitions and al-
liances to out-compete others8, 9 (Fig. 1). Social challenges have been suggested to con-
stitute particularly powerful drivers of brain expansion because they may have triggered
evolutionary arms races in cognition8–10. Finally, “cultural-intelligence” hypotheses empha-
size challenges of learning from others, teaching, and doing so with accumulated cultural
knowledge11–14. Empirical tests of these hypotheses customarily investigate phylogenetically-
controlled correlations between brain size (or the size of brain components) and candi-
date selective factors (e.g., diet type5, 17, tactical-deception rate18, group size10, 19, and social-
learning proclivity20). However, establishing causality has proven difficult: for example,
given a positive correlation, it is unclear whether large group sizes favour bigger brains or big
brains enable larger group sizes16. Moreover, there is the quantitative problem of explaining
not only why bigger brains are favoured, but also why they are favoured to the particularly
large size observed in humans (≈ 1.3 kg for a body size of ≈ 50 kg in females21, 22).
To address these problems, we merge elements of metabolic theory23, life-history the-
ory, and differential games to obtain quantitative predictions for the evolution of brain and
body size when individuals face ecological and social challenges given brain metabolic costs.
Our approach incorporates social interactions into a previous non-social model24 (Supple-
mentary Information sections 1-3). We consider a female population and partition the body
mass of each individual into three tissues: “brain”, “reproductive”, and other “somatic” tis-
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sue. Part of the reproductive tissue’s energy consumption is for production and mainte-
nance of offspring, while part of brain’s energy consumption is for production (learning) and
maintenance (memory) of energy-extraction skills. Accordingly, at each age the individual
has a certain skill level measured in information units (i.e., bytes). She extracts energy by
using her skill level to overcome ecological or social energy-extraction challenges. Success
in an ecological challenge depends on her own skill level, while success in a social challenge
depends on her skill level and that of her social partners. We consider three types of social
challenge: cooperative, in which the individual’s skill level and that of a social partner of the
same age (hereafter “peer”) interact to overcome a challenge; between-individual competi-
tive, in which the individual uses her skill level against that of a peer to extract energy; and
between-group competitive, in which the individual’s skill level and that of a peer act together
and against the skills of another two peers (i.e., one coalition competing against another).
We assume that during any small time interval, the individual faces energy-extraction chal-
lenges, a proportion P j of which are of type j (collectively denoted by P, with j = 1, . . . ,4
respectively indexing the four challenge types and
∑4
j=1 P j = 1). Given P, the growth strategy
controls the amount of energy allocated to the production of each tissue throughout life, and
we let the growth strategy evolve. The individual’s energy-extraction efficiency (EEE) thus
depends on her skill level, that of social partners, and the challenges faced, and we consider
two shapes for EEE (Fig. 2 and Extended Data Fig. 1). We use previously-published data for
parameter estimates, including brain metabolic costs (Methods; Extended Data Figs. 2 and
3).
We find that increasing the proportion of cooperative challenges decreases both adult
absolute brain size (hereafter “brain size”) and adult relative brain size (hereafter “encephal-
ization quotient” or “EQ”: adult brain size divided by expected brain size for a given body
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size; Fig. 3a,b and Extended Data Fig. 4). In contrast, increasing the proportion of between-
individual competitive challenges increases brain size if EEE is weakly-decelerating with
skill (Fig. 3a), but decreases brain size if EEE is strongly-decelerating (Fig. 3b and Extended
Data Fig. 4). However, although between-individual competition increases brain size with
weakly-decelerating EEE, the result is larger brains and smaller bodies than those of mod-
ern humans (Fig. 3a and Extended Data Fig. 4). Between-individual competition also de-
creases body mass as it increases the difficulty of energy extraction and thus limits the en-
ergy available for body growth; consequently, between-individual competition increases EQ
because body size decreases more strongly than brain size when the latter decreases. In-
creasing the proportion of between-group competition decreases brain size but increases
EQ because body size decreases more strongly than brain size [with weakly-decelerating EEE
and submultiplicative cooperation (Figs. 3a); in the other cases, between-group competition
has similar effects as between-individual competition (Extended Data Fig. 4)]. Moderately-
frequent between-individual or between-group competition can lead to no allocation to
brain and body growth (blue dots in Fig. 3a and Extended Data Fig. 4, and Extended Data
Fig. 5a,d); additionally, moderately-frequent between-group competition in the presence
of substantial cooperation can lead to arms races in brain size, which fail to yield stable,
large brains [e.g., due to cycling in brain size or eventual collapse to no allocation into brain
growth (Extended Data Fig. 5)]. This is because energy extraction becomes exceedingly dif-
ficult in the presence of large-brained competitors such that investments in brain or body
growth do not pay off.
To determine if any combination of social-challenge parameters P yields an accurate
prediction of adult brain and body sizes of H. sapiens and closely-related species, we ob-
tained solutions exhaustively across the P-parameter space while holding the other param-
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eters (Q and R) fixed (Fig. 3d,e; Supplementary Information section 5). We find near-perfect
adult fits across Homo species (Fig. 4a and Extended Data Figs. 6–8). A near-perfect adult
fit for H. sapiens occurs with a large proportion of ecological challenges (≈ 60%), a mod-
erate proportion of cooperative challenges (≈ 30%), a small proportion of between-group
competitive challenges (≈ 10%), and a virtual absence of between-individual competitive
challenges (≈ 0%) (Figs. 3e and 4a and Extended Data Figs. 6 and 9). In the resulting re-
construction, the proportion of ecological challenges tends to increase from early to late
Homo, and a steep increase in EQ from H. ergaster to H. heidelbergensis is due to a transition
from strongly- to weakly-decelerating EEE (Fig. 4a). The adult best-fit eco-social scenario
for H. sapiens also yields a predicted life history that closely matches the species’ life-history
timing (Fig. 4b and Extended Data Fig. 10). The resulting ontogenetic fit is high for body
size, but lower for brain size early in ontogeny (Fig. 4b), perhaps due in part to our use of a
power-law relationship between resting metabolic rate and body mass that underestimates
resting metabolic rate early in ontogeny24. With the adult brain size resulting from the best-
fitting scenario for H. sapiens [x∗b (ta) = 1.276 kg], the predicted adult skill level for energy
extraction is 3.92 TB, which can be calculated with an equation transforming brain mass to
skill level24 [xˆk = skBbx∗b (ta)/Bk where xˆk is the asymptotic skill level in adulthood; Eq. (5)
in Methods]. For comparison, current rough estimates suggest a human-neocortex storage
capacity of ≈ 600 TB (Supplementary Information section 4.3)25.
Using previously-published data for parameter estimates, our results suggest that adult
human-sized brains and bodies may result from ecological challenges as drivers of brain
expansion, with cooperation and between-group competition decreasing brain and body
size and between-group competition increasing EQ by decreasing body size more strongly
than brain size (Fig. 3a and Extended Data Fig. 4b). In this eco-social scenario, between-
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individual competition plays little role as it does not lead to human-sized brains and bod-
ies. Cooperation decreases brain size because it allows individuals to rely on their part-
ners’ skills and thus decrease their own investment into costly brains (cooperation invites
cheating), which is consistent with diminished brain sizes in cooperatively-breeding birds26
and mammals27, including primates28. For instance, among mole rats, naked mole rats
are the most specialized in cooperative breeding and have the smallest relative brain size29
(however, allomaternal care and brain size are positively associated in mammals30, but al-
lomaternal care constitutes cooperation targeted at young vanishing in adulthood as op-
posed to the peer-cooperation studied here). Similarly, between-group competition can
decrease brain size probably because between-group competition involves cooperation be-
tween group members, allowing individuals to rely on their partners’ skill. The result that
exceedingly-frequent competition decreases absolute and relative brain size may be rele-
vant to the observed decreased brain size in cetaceans with the largest group sizes19. Co-
operation can also decrease body size in our model because when brain size is disfavoured
so too can be body size. This is because a consequence of our model is that a key reason to
grow somatic tissue is to make energy available for brain growth: increasing the mass of in-
expensive somatic tissue can increase the energy available for tissue (and brain) growth due
to the physical constraint imposed by the power-law relationship between resting metabolic
rate and body mass24.
Overall, our assessment fails to support social hypotheses as explanations for the evo-
lution of human brain size, and is more consistent with ecological hypotheses. Our results
suggest causal interpretations that differ from some current thinking on the evolution of hu-
man cognition. Specifically, we obtained an eco-social scenario that involves a substantial
proportion of cooperation (30% against nature and 10% against others), which could shape
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cognition towards cooperation. This would help explain aspects of human cognition that fa-
cilitate cooperation11, even if cooperation has not been a driver of human brain expansion.
Additionally, since our analysis suggests that brain expansion in Homo has not been driven
by peer cooperation or competition, our results may suggest that social complexity is a con-
sequence rather than a cause for the human brain size — although we emphasize that our
analysis is an illustrative starting point and future extensions are encouraged (see Supple-
mentary Information section 9). Therefore, our results highlight the fundamental question
of why ecological challenges would have favoured substantial brain expansion in humans
but less so in other taxa10, 15. One clue is suggested by our finding that H. sapiens-sized brains
and bodies obtain only under weakly-decelerating EEE (Figs. 3, 4 and Extended Data Fig. 6a):
in other words, only when young individuals can maintain a substantial rate of increase in
their efficiency of energy extraction as they acquire skills. One possibility is that culture
(or cumulative culture) facilitates weakly-decelerating EEE if learning from the population’s
pool of skills allows individuals to maintain a relatively high rate of increase in EEE as their
skill level increases when young. More specifically, the evolution of progressively-elaborated
social learning, teaching, and language11–14 may have enabled young individuals to continue
gaining skills with age, possibly promoting less strongly decelerating EEE. In this respect, our
results are consistent with aspects of various cultural hypotheses for brain evolution13, 14 and
an explicit account of the effect of culture on EEE could help address whether culture (or cu-
mulative culture) has enabled ecological challenges to drive brain expansion in humans in
ways that have not occurred in other taxa.
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Figure 1: Ecological and social hypotheses for brain expansion. Ecological hypotheses em-
phasize challenges “against nature”, while social hypotheses emphasize challenges involv-
ing social partners. Here we partition these hypotheses into four types of challenges that are
expected to trigger different evolutionary processes.
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Figure 3: Effects of challenge types on brain size, and best-fitting scenario for adult
H. sapiens. a–b, Effects of increasing the proportion of a challenge type while decreasing
the proportion of ecological challenges. For a, weakly-decelerating EEE (exponential com-
petence) and b, strongly-decelerating EEE (power competence). Dot colour is the adult fit
with H. sapiens’ brain and body mass [i.e., −D(τa); Supplementary Information section 6].
Zero adult fit means perfect fit. c, Qualitative effects of challenge types on brain mass and
EQ. d, Best fitting scenario for H. sapiens. Dots give the adult fit for every challenge combi-
nation that was solvable. Shaded regions indicate the simplex where P j can vary. The best
fit occurs in P∗ = (0.6,0.3,0,0.1) (adult fit: −0.03). e, “High fit” intervals around P∗ where
adult fit is greater than −0.05 and dots are interpolated points with the best fit.
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Methods
Here we summarize our model; see Supplementary Information for the detailed method
description. No experiments were performed for this study, and no empirical data were
collected.
Model description. We consider a female population with overlapping generations and par-
tition the body mass of each individual into three tissues: “brain”, “reproductive”, and other
“somatic” tissue. Each individual extracts energy from the environment at each time to grow
and maintain her tissues. We assume that some of the energy consumed by reproductive tis-
sue is for production and maintenance of offspring, while some of that consumed by brain
tissue is for production (learning) and maintenance (memory) of domain-general, energy-
extraction skills. Accordingly, at each age the individual has a certain skill level measured
in information units (i.e., bytes). She extracts energy by using her skill level to overcome
energy-extraction challenges that can be ecological or social. Success in an ecological chal-
lenge depends on her own skill level and on the challenge difficulty which is determined
by the (non-evolving) environment. In contrast, success in a social challenge depends on
her skill level and that of her social partners. We consider three different types of social
challenge: cooperative challenges, in which the individual’s skill level and that of a social
partner of the same age (“peer”) interact to overcome a challenge whose difficulty is deter-
mined by the environment; between-individual competitive challenges, in which the indi-
vidual uses her skill level against that of a peer to extract energy, such that the difficulty of
energy extraction is determined by her competitor’s skill level; and between-group competi-
tive challenges, in which the individual’s skill level and that of a peer act together and against
the skills of another two peers (i.e., one coalition competing against another), which deter-
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mines the challenge difficulty. During any small time interval, the individual faces chal-
lenges, a proportion P j of which are of type j (with j = 1, . . . ,4 respectively indexing the four
challenge types and
∑4
j=1 P j = 1). For instance, P1 = 1 denotes that individuals face only
ecological challenges, while P1 = P2 = 0.5 denotes that individuals face only ecological and
cooperative challenges and with equal proportion. We define the growth-metabolic rate as
the rate of heat release by a resting individual due to tissue production. Moreover, we de-
fine the growth strategy as the fraction of the growth-metabolic rate due to the production
of each tissue throughout life. Thus, the growth strategy generates an ontogenetic profile
of brain and body size. We consider that the growth strategy evolves by natural selection,
and study its evolution using standard evolutionary-invasion analysis; i.e., we consider the
increase in frequency by selection of rare genetic mutations that control the growth strat-
egy. There is a stable monorphic female brain size in the population when rare mutants of
the growth strategy cannot invade the population; that is, such resident growth strategy is
“uninvadable”31, 32. We obtain an uninvadable growth strategy using evolutionary-invasion
analysis for function-valued traits, since the growth strategy is a function of time (age). Be-
cause skill level ultimately depends on brain size due to energy conservation principles24,
the evolution of brain size causes the evolution of skill level. Accordingly, a cooperating
partner’s skill level and the difficulty of competitive challenges are evolving environments,
which constitutes the ultimate distinction between ecological and social challenges in our
analysis. Such evolving environment implements the notion that sociality can yield evolu-
tionary arms races in cognition as proposed by social hypotheses8–10.
Energy extraction efficiency. An important quantity in the model is the individual’s energy-
extraction efficiency (EEE), defined as the rate of energy extraction divided by the rate of en-
ergy extraction if the individual is maximally successful at energy extraction. We model the
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individual’s EEE as a function of her skill level and that of cooperating or competing peers.
To do this, we consider two mathematical functions commonly used in contest models: a
“power competence” function that allows for strongly-decelerating EEE as the individual
gains skills when she is young, and an “exponential competence” function that allows for
weaker deceleration (Fig. 2b and Extended Data Fig. 1c). We also let the skills of cooperat-
ing partners interact in an additive, multiplicative, or “submultiplicative” (geometric mean)
way (the geometric mean is a good descriptor of the average skill in the pair if peers have
disparate skill levels). Additionally, we assume that if a sufficiently young individual fails to
overcome a challenge, then she can extract energy from an environment facilitated by her
mother.
Parameters. The model has: 4 basic parameters, collectively denoted by P, that specify the
proportion of each social challenge, and whose effects we study here; 13 further parameters,
collectively denoted by Q, that measure the brain’s and other tissues’ metabolic costs, brain’s
and other tissues’ size at birth, and demography, and for which empirical estimates are
available; and a final 9 parameters, collectively denoted by R, that measure skill metabolic
costs, maternal provisioning, mutation size, and how skill level affects energy extraction,
and for which we use reasonable values given the available data (Fig. 2c; Supplementary In-
formation section 4). For example, R-parameters include the metabolic cost of memory and
the values we use for this (in megajoules per year per terabyte) fall within an empirically-
estimated range for resting energy consumption for stored motor patterns in cerebellum
Purkinje cells in rats33. The exact values used for R are chosen within such reasonable ranges
as they yield a high ontogenetic fit between predicted and observed body and brain mass in
H. sapiens when there are only ecological challenges (i.e., P1 = 1; Extended Data Fig. 3g,h).
This approach is a reasonable starting point given that the fundamental constraint for a large
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brain is thought to be the metabolic costs of brain, which are incorporated in the estimated
Q parameters. The values chosen for the R-parameters mean that the difficulty of ecological
challenges is high but not exceedingly so, memory is metabolically expensive (although in
the low end of the empirically-estimated range), and skills are moderately-effective at over-
coming the challenges. Using such Q and R-parameter values, it was previously shown that
ecological challenges alone can generate adult brain and body sizes of ancient human scale:
of late H. erectus scale with strongly-decelerating EEE and of Neanderthal scale with weakly-
decelerating EEE24. Here we use the same Q and R parameter values and study the effects of
the social-challenge parameters P.
Key equations. We assume that the population is large and mostly constituted by individu-
als with a resident growth strategy and by vanishingly rare individuals with a mutant growth
strategy. At age t , a focal mutant individual has a mass of tissue i (for i ∈ {b,r,s} for brain,
reproductive, and somatic) of xi (t ) (in kilograms) and a skill level of xk(t ) (in terabytes). The
growth rate of tissue i ∈ {b,r,s} is
x˙i (t )= 1
Ei
ui (t )
[
Brest(t )−
∑
i∈{b,r,s}
Bi xi (t )
]
, (1)
where x˙i (t ) denotes the derivative of xi (t ) with respect to t . The term in square brackets is
the growth-metabolic rate [Bsyn(t )], which equals the resting metabolic rate, Brest(t ), minus
the maintenance metabolic rate,
∑
i∈{b,r,s} Bi xi (t ). The metabolic cost of producing (respec-
tively, maintaining) a mass unit of tissue i is Ei (respectively, Bi ). The growth strategy is the
fraction of the growth-metabolic rate due to the production of each tissue throughout life,
and for the mutant it is denoted by ui (t ) for all t and all i ∈ {b,r,s} (or u for short). We let the
growth strategy be the evolving trait. In turn, the mutant skill growth rate is
x˙k(t )=
1
Ek
[
skBrest,b(t )−Bkxk(t )
]
. (2)
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The brain metabolic rate is Brest,b(t ), and the metabolic cost of gaining (respectively, main-
taining) a skill unit is Ek (respectively, Bk). The fraction of brain metabolic rate allocated to
energy-extraction skills is sk. Resting metabolic rate is a power function of body mass, xB(t ),
and a function of EEE, which we denote by e(xk(t ), yk(t )):
Brest(t )=K e(xk(t ), yk(t ))xβB(t ), (3)
where yk(t ) is the skill level at age t of a resident individual. The brain metabolic rate is the
sum of brain’s maintenance and growth metabolic rates:
Brest,b(t )=Bbxb(t )+Ebx˙b(t ). (4)
An uninvadable growth strategy u∗i (t ) for all t and all i ∈ {b,r,s} (or u∗) is a best response to
itself (similar to a Nash equilibrium) regarding the lifetime number of offspring it yields31, 32
(see Evolutionary differential game below). We denote the tissue mass and skill level re-
sulting from an uninvadable growth strategy as x∗i (t ) for all t and all i ∈ {b,r,s,k} (or x∗ for
short).
Switching times. With the parameter values we use, the uninvadable growth strategies typ-
ically produce a life history with four critical ages where the growth strategy changes sud-
denly (called switching times in optimal control terminology): the age of brain growth on-
set tb0, which is when allocation to brain growth starts; the age of brain growth arrest tb,
when allocation to brain growth stops; the age at maturity tm, when allocation to growth of
reproductive tissue starts; and the age at adulthood ta, when allocation to growth of non-
reproductive tissues stops. These four ages are an output, not parameters, of the model.
Asymptotic skill level. In adulthood (i.e., after ta), brain growth is absent and when memory
is expensive enough skill growth asymptotically ceases24. Specifically, x˙∗b (t )= 0 for t ≥ ta and
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x˙∗k (t ) tends to 0 as t tends to T , where T is the age of menopause. Substituting this and Eq. (4)
into Eq. (2) yields the asymptotic skill level
xˆk = sk
Bb
Bk
x∗b (ta). (5)
Equations for energy extraction efficiency. In Supplementary Information section 2.1 we
show that EEE can be written as
e(xk(t ), yk(t ))=
4∑
j=1
P j
[
c j
c j +d j
+ d j
c j +d j
ϕ
]
. (6)
The term in square brackets (denoted by e j ) gives the energy extraction efficiency when
facing a challenge of type j and is composed of two terms. The first term is the proportion
of time the individual succeeds at the challenge, and the second term is the proportion of
time the individual fails at the challenge but extracts energy from maternal provisioning.
The individual’s competence at a j -challenge is c j and in general depends on her own and
on her social partners’ skill level. The difficulty of a j -challenge is d j and in general depends
on the social and non-social environment (i.e., on the social partners’ skill level and the
constant environment). Because the mutant is rare, her social partners are residents. The
energy extraction efficiency from maternal provisioning is ϕ, which decreases with age.
Using our assumption of domain-general skills, we let the competence function be
independent of the challenge type, c j (G j (xk, yk)) = c(G j (xk, yk)), where G j (xk, yk) is a pro-
duction function describing how the skills of the cooperating partners interact (e.g., in an
additive, multiplicative, or submultiplicative way). We consider two forms for the compe-
tence function:
c(G j (xk, yk))=

Gγj (xk, yk) with power competence
exp[G j (xk, yk)]
γ with exponential competence,
(7)
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where γ measures the effectiveness (decidability) of skills at the challenge. The production
function G j (xk, yk) is
G j (xk, yk)=

xk for j ∈ {1,3}
xk+ yk for j ∈ {2,4} with additive cooperation
xk yk for j ∈ {2,4} with multiplicative cooperation
p
xk yk for j ∈ {2,4} with sub-multiplicative cooperation .
(8)
The difficulty d j of a challenge depends on the challenge type. For an ecological or a
cooperative challenge, the challenge difficulty is α which depends on the “ecological” envi-
ronment, which we assume constant (this assumption can be relaxed in future extensions;
Supplementary Information section 9). In turn, the difficulty of a competitive challenge de-
pends on the skill level of the individual’s competitors. Since the mutant is rare, a mutant’s
competitors are residents, so the difficulty of a competitive challenge is the competence of
the resident, c(G j (yk, yk)). In general, the difficulty of a type- j challenge is
d j (yk)=

α for j ∈ {1,2}
c(G j (yk, yk)) for j ∈ {3,4}.
(9)
We let the energy extraction efficiency from maternal provisioning when the individual
is of age t be
ϕ(t )=ϕ0 exp(−ϕrt ), (10)
whereϕ0 is the energy extraction efficiency from maternal provisioning at birth andϕr mea-
sures the rate of decrease of maternal provisioning. The resulting equations for e j for all
cases considered are in the Supplementary Information section 2.3.
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Evolutionary differential game. Let R0(u,v) be the expected lifetime number of offspring
of a mutant with growth strategy u when the resident growth strategy is v. We assume that
the population is kept at a constant size due to density dependence competition through
fertility rather than survival. Hence, an uninvadable growth strategy u∗ maximizes the mu-
tant’s lifetime number of offspring when the mutant is resident34. That is, the mutant satis-
fies
u
∗ ∈ argmax
u∈U
R0(u,u
∗), (11)
where U is the set of feasible growth strategies. Assuming that the mortality rate µ is con-
stant (which can be relaxed in future extensions; Supplementary Information section 9) and
that reproductive tissue is narrowly defined so it is not involved in offspring maintenance
(e.g., defined as preovulatory ovarian follicles), the mutant’s lifetime number of offspring
when v is resident is
R0(u,v)∝
∫ T
0
exp(−µt )xr(t )dt . (12)
Eq. (11) poses a differential game problem: it is a “game” between mutant and resident be-
cause the mutant’s payoff [R0(u,v)] depends on the resident strategy, it is “differential” be-
cause it depends on differential equations [Eqs. (1) and (2)], and it is “evolutionary” rather
than a typical differential game because only the mutant’s payoff is maximized rather than
both the mutant and resident’s payoffs. Because problem (11) involves maximization and its
solutions are functions (u∗,x∗), this maximization poses an optimal control problem. We
solve problem (11) numerically by iterating optimal control problems until convergence to
a point where the mutant and resident strategies are indistinguishable to a chosen extent.
To do so, we use the software GPOPS35.
Figure specifications. For Fig. 3a–b, plots are around only ecological challenges; that is, for
a given plot, the remaining two P j ’s are set to zero. The arrows in Fig. 3c describe the quali-
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tative effect determined in Fig. 3a–b of increasing the proportion of a social challenge as the
proportion of ecological challenge decreases, or of increasing the proportion of ecological
challenges as the proportion of cooperative challenges decreases. The patterns in Fig. 3a-c
also hold around the best-fitting P∗ for H. sapiens; that is, when for a given plot, the remain-
ing two P j ’s are set to the values of P∗ (Extended Data Figs. 4b,c). “Missing” dots in Fig. 3d
are P j -combinations that did not converge to an uninvadable growth strategy [e.g., due to
cycling solutions, suggesting possible evolutionary branching (female dimorphism) in brain
size] or that were unreachable from lack of convergence of nearby runs (Supplementary In-
formation section 5). For Fig. 3a–e, cooperation is submultiplicative, and for Fig. 3d–e, com-
petence is exponential (see Extended Data Fig. 4 for all cases).
Fig. 4a shows the hominin species for which we find a near-perfect adult fit (i.e., where
the best adult fit is greater than the chosen threshold of −D(τa) = −0.05; Extended Data
Figs. 6–8). For Fig. 4a, cooperation is submultiplicative (resp. additive) for weakly- (resp.
strongly-) decelerating EEE. In Fig. 4b, dots are the values for an average H. sapiens female
as reported by ref. 21. The resulting life periods in Fig. 4b are defined as “childhood”, where
there is no allocation to production of reproductive tissue; “adolescence”, where there is al-
location to production of somatic and reproductive tissues; and “adulthood”, where there is
only allocation to production of reproductive tissue. The energy extraction efficiency from
maternal provisioning at birth (part of the R parameters) in Fig. 4b is slightly smaller than
its benchmark value to improve ontogenetic fit further without affecting adult fit (ontoge-
netic fit is −E[D(τ)]=−0.22 using ϕ∗0 = 0.5 rather than −0.33 using the benchmark ϕ0 = 0.6;
Supplementary Information sections 6 and 8).
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Code availability. Code that supports the findings of this study is available in Zenodo with
the identifier https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1197479.
Data availability. Data of predicted brain size, body size, and skill level for the various chal-
lenge combinations as generated by this study and as used for Figs. 3 and 4 and Extended
Data Figs. 4 and 6–8 have been deposited in Zenodo with the identifier
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1197479. Complete numerical solutions including growth
strategies across the parameter sweep totalling 200 GB of data are available from the corre-
sponding author upon request.
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Extended Data Figure 1: Shape of EEE vs skill. a–c, Plots of energy extraction efficiency
e, its speed, and acceleration with respect to skill level under power competence (PC) and
exponential competence (EC) with only ecological challenges (i.e., P1 = 1) for the parameter
values used. For comparison, the curves for PC are displaced to the left by 1 unit because
skill level at birth is 1 for PC but 0 for EC. a–b, e and its speed at birth and during young ages
are smaller for EC than for PC, but c, the acceleration in e at birth and at young ages is larger
for EC than for PC.
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Extended Data Figure 2: Method implementation. a, Typical result with convergence to
an uninvadable growth strategy. For the (i )-th iteration, the growth strategy shown is the
resident (v) whose best response (u˜∗) is shown next, which is the resident of the (i + 1)-st
iteration. Convergence to a best response to itself (u∗) was declared visually (in a at it-
eration 21). b–f, Reporting variables across the iterations in a. b–e, Resulting adult body
mass, brain mass, skill level, and EQ through iterations. These values tend to converge more
quickly than the growth strategy (a). f, Rather than visually declaring convergence, con-
vergence should ideally be declared when the difference between mutant and resident is
below a chosen threhold. However, numerical jittering prevents the use of this criterion. For
example, f shows the maximum of |u˜∗(t )−v(t )| across t for each iteration in a. Without nu-
merical jittering, this maximum should decrease as the growth strategy approaches a best
response to itself. Yet, numerical jittering causes this maximum to be at least equal to the
maximum mutation size δ= 0.1. The maximum of |u˜∗(t )−v(t )| is occasionally greater than
δ because u˜∗ and v have different partitions over t . Thus, to calculate |u˜∗(t )−v(t )|, for each
t in the t-partitioning of u˜∗, we find the closest t in the t-partitioning of v and calculate the
difference at these relatively close times; this may occasionally cause the difference to be
larger than δ when strategies change suddenly with t . Alternative measures of convergence
were similarly inadequate (e.g.,
∑
t |u˜∗(t )− v(t )|). g, We implement maternal provisioning
differently than before24 to incorporate it when there are social challenges. The difference
yields no detectable difference in predicted brain and body mass with only ecological chal-
lenges after slightly adjusting the energy extraction efficiency from maternal provisioning
of a newborn (ϕ0): before24, ϕ0 = 0.6 for power and ϕ0 = 0.8 for exponential competence;
here,ϕ0 = 0.4 for power andϕ0 = 0.6 for exponential competence. h, Three ways to measure
adult fit: (1) at the predicted age of adulthood [xB(ta)− XB(ta)]; (2) at the observed age of
adulthood [xB(τa)−XB(τa)]; and (3) at the predicted age of adulthood for the prediction and
at the observed age of adulthood for the observation [xB(ta)−XB(τa)]. We use option (2).
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Extended Data Figure 3: Effects of Q and R parameters. a-b, Effects of maintenance costs
(Bi ) on the corresponding tissue mass or skill level. Each Bi tends to decrease the value
x∗i (τa) of the corresponding i , but not necessarily of the other i [see (c-d)]. c-d, Effect of Bi
on adult brain mass, body mass, and EQ. With power competence (c), when Bb = 310 and
340 MJ/(kg y), the predicted adult brain mass is x∗b (τa)= 1.0298 and 0.9133 kg, respectively.
With exponential competence (c), when Bb = 310, 340, and 370 MJ/(kg y), the predicted
adult brain mass is x∗b (τa)= 1.542, 1.3973, and 1.2767 kg, respectively. e-f, Effects of Br when
Br is small. When Br varies between 70 and 2700 MJ/(kg y), Br has no detectable effect on
adult brain mass and EQ. g-h, Ontogenetic fit with H. sapiens around the used values for
each of the R parameters (except δ). The ontogenetic fit is approximately maximized around
the benchmark values chosen previously24 which are also used here (except forϕ0 given our
improved implementation ofϕ). i, Effect of Br on the predicted life history with exponential
competence. For i, in the left column, from top to bottom row, as Br decreases, the alloca-
tion to the growth of reproductive tissue during adolescence increases (u∗r between tm and
ta) and adolescence shortens. For i, in the central column, the increased allocation to the
growth of reproductive tissue increases the mass of reproductive tissue, but brain mass does
not change with Br for Br ≥ 70 MJ/(kg y). For i, in the right column, as the mass of repro-
ductive tissue increases, body mass increases slightly, which is more noticeable for Br ≤ 100
MJ/(kg y). An exceedingly small Br [< 70 MJ/(kg y)] disrupts the predicted life history, which
with Br = 60 MJ/(kg y) is severely different from that of H. sapiens (e.g., there is brain growth
late in life and reproductive growth from birth). Similar results arise for still smaller Br. In
a-i there are only ecological challenges and we use the previous24 definition of ϕ.
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Extended Data Figure 4: Effects of challenge types on brain size. In a-b, outer rows are for
the cooperation cases considered; outer columns are for the competence cases. a is around
the pure ecological scenario (i.e., in a given plot for P j as P1 decreases, the remaining two
P j ’s are set to zero). b is around the best fitting scenario for H. sapiens (i.e., in a given plot
for P j as P1 decreases, the remaining two P j ’s are set to the best fitting P∗ found in Fig. 3d
of the main text). c, Summary of the qualitative effects of challenge types on brain size. For
social challenges, the direction of the arrows is taken from a-b. For ecological challenges,
the direction of the arrow is taken from Extended Data Fig. 3g as the environmental diffi-
culty α increases. A dash (–) indicates an approximately invariant relationship and a dot (·)
indicates insufficient data points for identifying a relationship. The arrows in Fig. 3c of the
main text are taken from this summary, where for social challenges, the arrows are those of
submultiplicative cooperation. AC: additive cooperation; MC: multiplicative cooperation;
SC: submultiplicative cooperation; and EC: exponential competence.
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Extended Data Figure 5: Typical results when there is convergence to no brain growth
or when there is no convergence to an uninvadable growth strategy. a–e, Adult values
through iterations of best response to resident for cases of no brain growth or no conver-
gence to an uninvadable strategy. a, Amplifying cycle leads to no brain growth. b, Stable
cycle. c, Arms race that ends when the solver warns that the optimal control problem (OCP)
may be infeasible. This suggests that the best response to the last iteration may involve a
substantially different growth strategy, which is not allowed in the optimization as the best
response is constrained to be sufficiently similar to that in the previous iteration. It is pos-
sible that such substantially different best response involves either no brain growth [e.g., as
seen under purely ecological challenges when the environmental difficulty is exceedingly
high24 (Supplementary Information section 4.4)] or substantially more allocation to brain
growth (which appears unlikely given the energetic constraints). d, A short arms race in EQ
that leads to no brain growth. e, Amplifying cycle that ends when the solver warns that the
OCP may be infeasible.
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Extended Data Figure 6: Identification of best-fitting scenarios across hominins. Adult fit
of predicted adult brain and body mass with those observed in a given species across pa-
rameter values for all cases considered. Each dot’s colour gives the adult fit, −D(τa), for the
corresponding parameter combination and case. For a, H. sapiens, b, H. neanderthalensis,
and c, H. erectus.
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Extended Data Figure 7: Identification of best-fitting scenarios across hominins, contin-
ued. See legend of Extended Data Fig. 6 for details. For a, H. heidelbergensis, b, H. ergaster,
and c, H. habilis.
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Extended Data Figure 8: Identification of best-fitting scenarios across hominins, contin-
ued. See legend of Extended Data Fig. 6 for details. For a, H. floresiensis, b, H. naledi, and c,
Australopithecus afarensis. The best adult fit is a, −0.24, b, −0.14, and c, −0.23.
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Extended Data Figure 9: High fit intervals for best fitting scenarios across hominins. Here
we show high fit intervals around the best fitting scenarios across hominins having a best
adult fit greater than −0.05. a,c,e,g,i,k, For the top left plot, as P1 increases, P2 decreases,
while for the remaining plots as P2, P3, and P4 increase, P1 decreases; for a given plot, the
remaining P j are set to the corresponding P∗ shown in Fig. 4a in the main text (i.e., plots are
around P∗). The dots are the adult fit and the lines are interpolated values using a monotone
Hermite spline (splinefunwith method monoH.FC in R). The red line is−D(τa)=−0.05.
b,d,f,h,j,l, The whiskers are the high fit intervals where adult fit is greater than −0.05 and
the dots are the estimated Pˆ∗ giving the best adult fit for the species in the interpolation.
Competence and cooperation are as found in Extended Data Figs. 6 and 7. Note that for
H. habilis the high fit intervals may be wider as the adult fit is increasing at the end of the
values of P2, P3, and P4 for which uninvadable growth strategies were obtained.
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Extended Data Figure 10: Detailed life history resulting from the best-fitting scenario for
H. sapiens. Plots correspond to Fig. 4b in the main text and show a, the growth strategy
generating the life history, b, the resulting growth metabolic rate, c-d, the mass of all tissues,
and e, the skill level. For comparison with the model’s predicted skill level x∗k , the black
dots in e are the observed cumulative distribution of self-reported acquisition ages of food
production skills in female Tsimane horticulturalists36 multiplied by our model’s predicted
asymptotic skill level, xˆk = skBbx∗b (ta)/Bk.
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